
 

 

MINUTES 
ASFA Qld Discussion Group 

28 February 2019 
3.30pm – 5pm 

Meeting held at QSuper 
70 Eagle Street, Brisbane 

 
 
Welcome and thanks to country given by Margit Rosenthal  
Margit welcomed Glenn Jenkins and Kate Rose as new co-chair for the discussion groups 

Glenn outlined the focus of lifting the discussion with in the group on key industry issues and 
introduced Julian Cabarrus – for the ASFA policy update 

Julian outlined three current issues: 
1. Protecting your super package 

There are issues for funds around implementing legislation. A reference group has been set up to 
address challenges with the Protecting your Super Package, meeting tomorrow (1/3/19) to address 
issues of relief and timing. Receiving a lot of feedback from funds and super providers. ASFA is 
preparing a submission on the draft regulations (contact at ASFA Byron Addison). ASFA was in 
Canberra and was aware that this legislation passed on the back of a deal done between coalition 
and the Greens. 
 
2. Productivity commission 

The Productivity commission working group met for the second time today (28/2/19). Issues they 
are considering include lifting the Lifetime bar for MySuper 10-year returns. 
 
3. Response to RC 

The working group has 47 organisations represented. Keen interest within industry.  
Discussion with members on 36 recommendations. Including 1 account (stapling), no hawking, 
treating provisions and no hawking. Draft position due mid-March.  

Some important issues raise in the RC but not legislated were around issues:  
Board reporting. Often the board had no idea what was going on. This will increase the focus on 
providing board members with the right content and right volume of content. 

Also renewed focus on Culture. An environment that focuses on the Board only receiving good news 
can not persist moving forward. From a risk and compliance perspective we need to re assess how 
does board reporting work. More in not better. Boards can drown in information. Important 



 

information can get buried. 
 
Julian’s call ended and the main presentation  
Main presentation commenced: Jo Dwyer - Corr’s Chambers Westgarth 
See attached slide pack 1 

Organisations need to ensure that Board members are well prepared. Need to ensure good minutes 
are ensure board are kept informed of key decisions. Provide good briefings on key issues. 
 
Product design - emerging issues: 

At what stage do you want risk and compliance (RnC) to be involved in product development. Worth 
organisations examining where does RnC sit compare to rest of teams. 
 
The way management papers go to board is worth reassessing – we need to focus on better member 
outcomes. 
General view was that the current sole purpose test and member outcomes test are working well 
 
Community expectations  

Community expectations is another area that needs further clarification. There has been no 
guidance on how this is measured or what will be legislated.  
View if that acting in the best interest of members should get you there 
 
Regarding the removal on anti-inducements 

Focusing on an employer that gets employees becoming members of the fund and the inducement is 
a better rate for the employer on their overdraft. 

Regarding Anti-hawking 

The corporations act advised that you cannot sell a financial services product to a person during an 
unsolicited meeting or phone call. 
 
Regarding Corporate funds  

if the fund only has one employer, then widely felt the corporate funds get a free pass – as any 
activity would not drive further membership growth. 

Discussion from floor 
Skye from Energy super reported their efforts are around making board reports more succinct 
Strong effort to highlight issues based on trends. Efforts need to be made to ensure a strong 
measurable KPI framework in place. 

3 key take outs  

• No treating of employers 



 

• Anti-hawking (effect on marketing and outbound calls) 
• BEAR regime - civil penalties – HR penalties - around bullying 

Jo provided some interesting insights around the role of Enforcement.  
There are 2 types lawyers: Litigators or non-litigators 
Litigation has 3 weakness: 

• Cost  
• Time  
• Uncertainty 

There is a role for ASIC to take litigation to settle law. Historically when these high profile cases were 
lost ASIC was heavily criticised. ASIC became wary of further litigation. More focus historically on 
remediation. 
 
Deterrence is a double sword. A more litigious approach will give big funds an advantage as they 
have the power and capital to fight in court. This is not necessarily an option for smaller funds. 
 
This approach to favour litigation could lead to unintended consequences. Large organisations and 
ASIC could have an imbalance of power in the market place. 

Moving forward  

• APRA will focus on more prudential matters. 
• ASIC more conductive (around conduct). 

Breach in governance 
Due to new penalties and classification of penalties – not for profit trustees - must have trusted 
funds to draw on. Trustees will be required to personally pay fines. 

A fund could become insolvent overnight if a fine was issued and the funds did not have the 
available capital to pay the fine. This will be a specific issue for NFP sector 
Fund will required a small amount of trustee capital 
 

See the Slide pack 1 for additional information  

Protecting your super package – unintended consequences presentation  

Kate Rose took the group through 3 scenarios where fee revenue would be substantially eroded 
under the new protecting your super legislation. 

See Slide pack 2 for these examples 

Glenn Jenkins thanked the group for their attendance and excellent participation. 

Glenn Jenkins closed the meeting at 5pm 


